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distinguishing feature of hereditary chorea, as in some cases voluntary

effort aggravates time movements, and there are many cases of Sydenham’s.

chorea in which voluntary effort arrests the movements for the time. That
chorea among time adult insane is a different affection from hereditary chores.

with insanity. That the evidence we have indicates that the pathology of

the disease is a (hegeneration of imperfectly developed cells in the motor

tract or in the cerebral cortex and in the spinal cord. The occurrence of the

disease at an early age in children of some of the cases recorded is confirm�

atory of timis view.”

Orimineil Responsibility in the Early Stages of General Paralysis. By F. P.
NORBURY, M. D., Jacksonville, Ill. (From the Transactions of the
Illinois State Methical Society, 1892).

This paper is mainly a plea for such a change of the law’ as will require

the temporary commitment of presumably insane persons charged with

crime to insane lmospittuis, for observation, rather than their permanent com-

mitment till recovery. General paresis in its early stages is, more than

most other forms of mental disease, a condition that brings the sufferers

under time penalties of time Imuw, and this plea is made especially in their

behalf.

A .New Consideration of Here4itary (‘korea. By R. M. PHELPS, M. D., First
Assistant Physician, Second Minnesota Hospital for the Insane,
Rochester, Minn. (Reprint from Jour. of .N#{232}rvous and Mental Disease,
Oct., 1892).

Tluis is a contribumtion to our know-ledge of hereditary or Humntingdon’s

chorea; the author gives a short review of the literature and reports briefly

several new observations of his own and a number of others furnished him
by correspondents in different hospitals for the insane in this country. He

sees a possible relationship between timis disorder, as seen in asylums, and

paresis. Time hereditary ciuaracter is, hue thinks, hardly an essential feature
in these cases, and he suggests time addition of “choreic dementia” to the

classification of mentmul disorders.

Time Frequency of Renal Disease Among the Insane. By E. D. BONDURANT,
M.D., First Assistant Physician, Alabama Insane Hospital, Tuskaloosa.
(Reprinted from Journal of ,Nervous and Mental Disease, Nov., 1892).

Dr. Bondurant cahis attention to a state of things perhaps receiving too
little notice by the physicians of our asylums, the comparative frequency

of renai complications in insanity. His apparent deduction, however, as.

to the dependence of the mental disorder upon the kidney lesions, need not

be fully accepted. Any case of active, acute insanity probably gives rise

to conditions that favor derangement of the functions of the kidneys, and

casts and albumen are very likely to be met with on examination of the.
urine. Chronic insanity is equahiy liable to produce the actual structural

changes which are met with in probably a majority of time autopsies of

long continued mental disease.
The paper, however, is a timely one in calling increased attention to im-

portant pathological conditions of mental disease.




